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SOME QUALTITATIVE PROPERTIES OF EQUATIONS OF

THE TYPE OF SLOW, NORMAL, AND FAST DIFFUSION

A.V.IvANOV

1. INTRODUCTION

Let n be a bounded open set in Rn, n ~ 1, QT = nX (0, T], Sr = an x (0, T], fT =
ST U [f2 x (t = 0)]. Consider in QT equation

F[u] *aufOt - div a(u, 'Vu) =° (1.1 )

(1.4)

where a = (al, ... ,an), 'Vu = (aufaXt ,... ,aufaxn) and functions a i (u, p), i =
1, . .. ,n, are continuous in IR x IR n and satisfy for all u E IR, p E IR n inequali ties

Equations (1.1), (1.2) are special (in particular homogeneous) case of the, so-called,
doubly nonlinear parabolic equations (DNPE). The prototype of these equations is

aufOt - div[lu lei \J ul m
-

2 \l u] = 0, 7n > 1, e~ 0. (1.3)

In the case (1.3) we have a(u,p) = lul l lplm-2 p and for all u E IR, p E IRn, ~ E !Rn,

Bai
-a ~i~j ~ min(l,m _1)lulllplm-21~12.

pj

From (1.4) it follows that equation (1.3) is parabolic at any point (x, t) E QT where
u and 'Vu do not equal zero. Equation (1.3) looks like an unify equation, but really
it is an union of equations of three different types of PDE.

Definition" 1.1. vVe say that equation (1.1), (1.2) is of the type of

slow diffusion, if m + e> 2,

normal diffusion, if m +e= 2,

fast diffusion, if m +e< 2.

In this paper we study some qualitative properties of equations (1.1), (1.2). We
show that equations of the type of slow, normal, and fast diffusion possess different
properties.
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Definition 1.2. Any nonnegative bounded in QT function u is a weak solution of
equation (1.1), (1.2) if

a) u E C([O, T]; L2(O)), \j'u u+1 E Lm(QT), a = m=-l;
b) for any <P E Cl (QT), cl> = 0 on ST, and any t 1, t2 E {O, Tl

JucP dxl:: = /'J[-ucPt + a(u, ux ) . 'VcP]dxdt = 0

n n
where U x = (U X1 " •• ,UXn ) and U Xi ' i = 1, ... ,n, are defined by

(1.5)

UXj = (1 +a)-lu-U 8u u+1j8xj on [QT: u > 0], UXi = 0 on [QT: u = 0].
(1.6)

Consider Cauchy-Dirichlet problenl

F{u] = 0 in QT, u = 1j; on rT (1f; ~ 0, 1j; E Wl(QT)). (1.7)

Definition 1.9. Function u is a weak solution of Cauchy-Dirichlet prohlenl (1.7) if
u us a weak solution of equation (1.1) and 1L = 7/J on r T .

De(inition 1.4. vVe say that for equation (1.1), (1.2) there is a finite speed of prop
agation if any weak solution ti of this equation possess the following property: if
u(x, to), to E (0, T), has a compact support then the support of u(x, t) is also com
pact for any t E (to, to + T) with same T E (0, T - tal.

Remark 1.1. In general T depends on suppu{x, to) and O.

De{inition 1.5. We say that for equation (1.1), (1.2) there is a finite extinction
time (or simple extinction) if there is T. ~ 0 depending only on n, m, e, lJ, J1., 10 I,
and 7/J(x, 0) such that any weak solution U of Cauchy-Dirichlet problem (1.7) with

o

7/J E WH QT) n Loo(rT ) s~tisfies condition

u = 0 a.e. in n for any t E [T., T]. (1. 7)

This paper is dedicated to study some quali tative properties of eqnations (1.1),
(1.2). The main results of the paper are propositions 5.1, 7.1 and 8.1 which are
obtained as by-product of the proofs of Hölder estimates given in [1]-[3].

From these and other propositions we derive in particular that equations (1.1), (1.2)
possess properties that can be refiected by the following table:

slow diffusion

fini te speed of

propagation

non-extinction

normal diffusion

infinite speed of

propagation

non-extinction

2

fast diffusion

infini te speed of

propagation

extinction



References to papers dedicated to investigation of properties luentioneel in this
table for the case of equation (1.3) can be founel in [4].

This paper was written during the stay ofthe author at Bonn in April-September,
1994. We would like to thank the Nlax-Planck-Institut für Nlathematik and espe
cially Professor Hirzebruch for support, hospitality and fine conditions für scientific
work. We would like to thank Professor Hildebrandt and his colleagues for use
ful mathematical contacts, hospitality, and possibility to discuss the results of this
paper in their seminar at the Bonn University.

2. EXISTENCE OF HÖLDER CONTINUOUS WEAK SOLUTION

In this section we shall use also notion of strong solution of Cauchy-Dirichlet prob
lem (1.6).

Definition 2.1. Let inf( 'IjJ, fT) > 0. We say that function 1t is a strong solution of
Cauchy-Dirichlet problem (1.6) if 'u is a weak solution of this problem and moreover

inf(u, QT) > ° (and hence u E W~O(QT)).

Consider Cauchy-Dirichlet problem with zero boundary condition

F[u] =° in QT, H =° on ST, u = uo(x). (2.1 )

From results of paper [5] it follows in particular the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. Let the following conditions be fulfilled for equation (1.1):

0) functions u-oai(u,u-ap), a = ~, m > 1, I! ~ 0, i + 1, ... ,n, are continu

aus on IR.+ x IRn j

1) for any u E IR., p E IR. n inequali ties (1.2) are satisfied j

2) tbere exists VI > 0 such that for any u E IR and p, q E IR. 71

where K. = m ifm ~ 2~ K. = 2 ifm E (1,2);

3) for any u~ v E [f, !vI], f > 0, NI > f, and any p E 1R 71

la(u, p) - a(v, p) I ::; AI·u - vl(l + lplm-l), A = A( f, lVI) 2 0i

4) ~t~ > ~ - ~, a = m~l: m > 1, e~ O.
Assume also that set n and initial function uo satisfy correspondently conditions
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(3.1 )

and

(1) Uo = uo(x) 2: 0, Uo E Cß(fl), ß E (0,1).

Then Cauchy-Dirichlet problenl (2.1) has a Hölder continuous in QT nreak solution
u; moreover tbe regularized problems

F[u E] =° in QT, Hf = € on Sr, Hf = tto(x) + €, € E (0,1) (2.2)

have Hölder continuous in Qr strong solutions U f such tbat

inf(U E , Qr) 2: €, 'U E ---+ u in Ca •alm (Qr) as € ---+ ° (2.3)

where a E (0, 1) is independent of €.

Remark 2.1. Conditions 0)-3) are fulfilled for equation (1.3) for any m > 1, e2: O.

Remark 2.2. Condition 4) defining admissible parameters m and ecan be rewritten
as

a+l 1 1 P
(m,P)ED\w,D: {m>1,e2:0},w~{(m,P)ED:--~---,a= }.

0"+2 'rn n m-l
(2.4)

This condition means that point (rn, P) does not belong to the "bad set w". It is
easy to see that equation (1.1), (1.2) with (m, e) E w is equation of the type of fast
diffusion. We eonstrueted a eounterexample ([6]) showing that it is impossible to
establish local L oo -estimates and hence Ioeal hölderness for generalized solutions
of equation (1.3) with (m, C) E w.

3. FINITE SPEED OF PROPAGATION FOR

EQUATIONS OF THE TYPE OF SLOW DIFFUSION

Proposition 3.1. For equations (1.1), (1.2) of the type of siow diffusion there is a
finite speed of propagation.

This property is well-known at least for equation (1.3) in the case 1n + e > 2
(see survey [4J by A.S. Kalashnikov). Therefore we linlit ourselves by illustration
of this phenomenon with the aid of a simple lllodifieation of the Barenblatt explicit
solution (such modification was given in [1]). Consider function

6

u(x, t) = CQß [1- c G:'),L
where

m m-l
a- 1 =n(m+e-2)+m,ß=n,,= ,0= e? (3.2)

m-l m+- ...
It is easy to see that for appropriate eonstaut c > 0 funetion (3.1), (3.2) is a weak
solution of equation (1.3) in fl x (€, T], fl c IRn, E > 0, T > f if 1n > 1, n1. + e> 2.
This function has a eompaet support for any t > O.

The finite speed of propagation is one of the main properties of equations of the
type of slow diffusion.
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4. EXTINCTION FOR EQUATIONS OF' THE TYPE OF FAST DIFFUSION

Proposition 4.1. For equation (1.1) (1.2) oE the type of fast diffusion with pa
rameters (m, f) satisfying condition (2.4) there is a finite extinction time.

o

Proof. Let 1] E VV~O(QT) n L 2 (QT), "} ~ 0, 0 < h< tl < t 2 < T - h. Then for any
weak solution U of Cauchy-Dirichlet problem (2.1) we have (see also [7])

1
t2

[[Uiit1] + (a(u, ux))ii . \71}ldxdt = 0, 1t2
[[UhtT} + (a(u, Ur ))h . \71]]dxdt = 0

t1 in t1 in
(4.1)

where ght : t J/_hg(X,T)dT~ dh ~ t J/+hg(X,T)dT. Denote il-:-uO"+l, er = m~l'
In view of (1.2), (1.6) we have

(4.2)

and hence in view of (4.2) and Definition 1.3 integrals in (4.1) have sense. Set in
(4.1) 1] = U (obviously such choice of test function 1] is admissble). Because function
U --+ 1L 0"+2 is concave we have

Then letting h --+ 0 in (4.1) (withT] = il) we obtain

~ [ uu+2dxl~~ +1t2

[ a(u, ux) . \7U dxdt = 0
0' + .... in t l Jn

where a(u, U x ) . \7U E LI (QT) in view of (4.2). Denote

(4.3)

(4.4)

II u IIp,n~11 u lIL p (11), P ~ 1.

Then from (4.4) it follows obviously that function t --+11 U II~t~,n has a derivative

:t Ilu II~t~,n a.e. on [0, Tl; moreover 1t 11 u II~t~,nE LI ([0, T]). In view of (1.6)
we have Ur = (0' + l)-lU-u \7 'lt and hence from (1.2) it follows that

a(u, ur) . \7ü ~ ill \7 illm, f; : v(o' + l)l-m.

From (4.4), (4.5) we can derive obviously that for a.e. t E [0, T]

_1_~ I1 u [1 17+2 +v 11 nu u+1 11 m < O.
0' + 2 dt u+2,n v 1m,n-

(4.5)

(4.6)

Remark now that from condition (2.4) (or condition 4) of sect. 2) it follows in
o

particular that vV~ (0) -+ L zB (0) and hence
<1"+1

or
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11 u 11~t~,11:S ,I I1 \7u
lT+1 Ilm,o .

Then we derive fron (4.6), (4.7) that for a.e. t E [0, T]

1 d I1 11 17+2 I1 11(IT+I)ma + 2 dt u 17+2,0 +, U 17+2,0 :S 0

(4.7)

(4.8)

where, = iry~m. In particular from (4.8) there follows that if I1 u 110"+2,0= °
for some t = to then 11 u 110"+2,0= 0 for any t > to. Denote T = Sup{t E IR+ :
11 u 110"+2,0> O}, assuming that Illto ,110"+2,n> 0. Consider inequality (4.8) on (0, T).
Then we have

d 11 11 + 1I II(O"+I)(m-I)< 0 on (0, T)dt U 0"+2,11 , U 17+2,0 -

where (a + l)(m - 1) = m + e- 1 and hence

1 d I1 112-m-l< ()2 _ m _ edt u 1T+2,n - -, on 0, T .

Integrating (4.10) over (0, T) and using that 2 - m - e> °we obtain

°< 11 U 1117+2,0 < 11 Uo 110"+2,0 _ 'T.

- 2-m-e - 2-m-e

obviously from (4.11) i t follows that

T < T. == 11 Uo Ilt7+2,n .
- . ,(2 - m - e)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11 )

(4.12)

Proposition 4.1 is proved.

Remark 4.1. In the case e = °P roposi tion 4.1 is proved in (8]. Extinction for
equation (1.3) in the case nl- + e< 2 is well-known (s~ about this in survey [4]).

5. INFINITE SPEED OF PROPAGATION FOR EQUATION

OF THE TYPE OF NORMAL AND FAST DIFFUSION

From the proof of lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 of paper [2] it is easy to derive the following
result.

Lemma 5.1. Let u be a weak solution of equation (1.1), (1.2) in QT of the type
of fast or normal diffusion. lvloreover assume that

(i) [a(u,p) - a(u,q)] . (p - q) 2 °for any u E IR, p,q E IR n
,.

(j) la(u,p) - a(v, p)1 :S Alu - vl(l + Ipjm-') for any u, v E lR~ p ERn,.
(k) U E vV~,o(QT).

Let Bp(xo) x [to - opm, to +opm] c QT and

u(X, t) 2 uo/4 in BtSp(xo) x [to - opm, to + opm] (5.1)

for same ö E (0, 1) and Uo > 0. Then for any ho E (0, 1) there exists a number
lJ > °depending on Uo, p, 0', Ö, and ho, such that
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u(x,t) 2: 1/2 11
ln Bp(xo) x [to - (1 - ho)opm, to + (1- ho)opm].

In particular v is independent of A and 11 \Ju 11 L m { QT) and

(5.2)

Remark that from results of [2] it follows that function u from Lemma 5.1 is
Hölder continuous in Qr.

Proposition 5.1. Let conditions 0)-4) and (!1), (1) of Theorem 2.1 be fulfilled for
equation (1.1) (1.2) of the type of fast or normal diffusion. Let u be a (Hölder
continuous) weak solution of Cauchy-Dirichlet problem (2.1) Assurne that for some
(xo,to) E Qr

U(xo, to) > O.

Then for any ball Bp(xo) such that Bp(xo) C S1 we have

inf(u(x, to), Bp(xo)) > O.

(5.3)

(5.4)

Proof. From conditions Bp(xo) C S1 and (xo, to) E Qr it follows that Bp(xo) X [to -
opm, to + opm] c Qr and '

(5.5)

for some 0 E (0,1) and uo = u(xo, to) > O. In view of Theorem 2.1 there exists
strong solutions U f of regularized problems (2.2) satisfying condition (2.3): Using
Hölder equicontinuity of uf (see the second condition in (2.3)) we derive from (5.5)
inequalities

(5.6)

Because assumption (i) follows from 2), assumption j) follows from 3) and the first
condition in (2.3), while definition of strong solution implies assumption (k) we can
apply Lemma 5.1 to solutions U f of regularized problems (2.3). Then in view of
(5.2) we have

(5.7)

where number v > 0 is independent of E. Using again the second condition in (2.3)
we obatin (5.4). Proposition 5.1 is proved.

Corollary 5.1. For equations (1.1), (1.2) of the type of fast or normal diffusion sat
isfying conditions 0), 2)-4) (inparticularforequation (1.3) \vithtn+€::; 2, (m,e) E
D \ w) there is an infinite speed of propagation.

Proof. Let U be a Hölder continuous weak solution of Cauchy-Dirichlet problem
(2.1) for equation (1.1), (1.2) in the case m + e::; 2, S1 = BR(O), R > 0, with non
negative Hölder continuous in n function Uo having a compact support containing
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the origin (so that u(O, 0) = 0). In view of continuity of u(x, t) we have u(O, t) > °
for all sufficient small t > 0. Hence in view of Proposition 5.1

u(x,t»o in flx(O,r)

for same r > 0. Corollary 5.1 is proved.

Corollary 5.2. Let a11 conditions of Theorem 2.1 are fulHlled for equation (1.1),
(1.2) of the type of fast diffusion in the case n = BR(O) and T ~ T" where T"
is denned by formulae (4.12). Let u be a (Hölder continuous) weak solution of
Cauchy-Dirichlet problem (2.1). Let uo(x) "t °in n. Then there exists r E (0, T,,]
sucb that

u(x, t) > 0 ln n x (0, T), u(x, r) = ° ln n. (5.8)

Proof. The result of Corollary 5.2 follows directly from Proposition 4.1 and Propo
sition 5.1.

6. SOME AUXILIARY PROPOSITIONS

In this sections we state auxiliary propositions that will be used in the next
solutions.

From the praofs of Theorem 4.3 of paper [1] and Lemma 2.1 of paper [2] we can
derive that in the case of (homogeneous) equations of the type (1.1), (1.2) t he
following proposition holds.

Lemma 6.1. Let u be a weak solution of equation (1.1), (1.2) with any m >
1, e ~ 0 in QT and let 11 = 1t0'+1, (j = m~l' Then for any Q = QR;t1l t2 

BR(XO) X [t 1 ,t2LQc QT, wehave :
(E) If sup((u - ~)-, Q) ::; H-, (u - I-i:)- = (~ - u)+ = SUp(K - U, 0), K E lR+, then
function

9 = g(H-, (u - K)-, ,) ~ en+[H- /(H- - (u - K)- + ,)) (6.1)

satisnes inequali ty

sup [ g2e2dx::; J 9 2e2dxl t
=t 1 + p. 1] 1/glg'12-m 1'V el mdxdt (6.2)

tE[tl ,t2J } BR(XO)
BR(XO) QR;tl.t2

where J.l = const 2: 0, e= e(x) be a piecewise smooth function defined in the ball
BR(XO) such that 0 ::; e::; 1 and ( = 0 on the boundary of BR(xo).

(C) For any K E lR+ function ü = uO'+l, a = m~l' satisfies inequality
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where v = const > 0, P. = const 2: 0, ( = ((X, t), be a piecewise smooth function
denned in tbe cylinder Q Ri t l ,t2 such tbat °.s ( .s 1 and ( =°on the lateral surface
of Q Rjt 11 t 2 and

(u-,=.)-

F-((ü - k)-) = _1_ j (k _ ~)äh-I~ d~, u = e. (6.4)
u+l rn-I

The following important lemma is a slight generalization of Lemma 6.2 of paper
[1] (see also Lemma 2.2 in [2]).

Lemma 6.2. Let 1.U E Loo((O, T); Lm(Bd)nvV~,O(Qd, rn > 1, 1vhere BI = BI (0), QI =
BI X [-1,0]. Let jJ > 0 and sup(w, Qd .s jJ. Let 8 E (0,1). Assurne that for a1l
1'\,', K, E [0,1], K' < K, and all ~ = ~(x), ~ E C6 (BI (0)), °::; ~ ::; 1, and some I'\, > °

sup jl(w - K)+lm~mdx + JJI \J (w - 1'\,)+ [memdxdt ::;
tE[-I,O]

BI Q1

:::; Co ~ax(l + I\l ~Iffi)[l +(" ~ ""l"ljjl(w -,.;')+Iffidxdt (6.5)

Qz,t,

where Ql,e : {Ql : e(x) > O}. Then tbere exists a constant fO > °depending only
on n , m, 8, Co and I'\, such that (rom inequality

i t follows that

j j1w+1ffidxdt:::; folQllJ.Lm

Ql

sup(w,B Ij2 (O)) x [-1,0]) ::; 8J-l.

(6.6)

(6.7)

7. NON-EXTINCTION FOR EQUATIONS OF

THE TYPE OF SLOW AND NORMAL DIFFUSION

vVe praved in sectian 5 that weak solutions of equation (1.1), (1.2) af the type
of the fas t diffusion satisfy canditions (5.8) with some T ::; T. ::; T (see (4.12)). In
this sectian we show that such property characterizes equation of the type of fast
diffusion because far equations of the type of slow or normal diffusion we have the
fallowing

Proposition 7.1. Let u be a weak solution of equation (1.1), (1.2) in QT of the
type of slow or normal diffusion. Assume that

u(x, t) > ° In n x (to - 15, to) for some to E (0, T] and € > 0. (7.1)

Then
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u(x,to»O ln nX[t=tO]. (7.2)

Remark 7.1. From results of [1] and [3] it follows that any weak solution of equation
(1.1), (1.2) is Hölder continuous in Qr.

Because in the case of equations of the type of slow or normal diffusion with
m ~ 2, e~ 0 we prove in the next seetion Proposition 8.1 frolu which Proposition
7.1 follows as a particular case, we shall assurne in this section hat

m E (1,2), e~ 0, m + e~ 2. (7.3)

We shall say that some constant c depends only on the data if c depends on
n,m,€,o, VO,PI, and sup(7.l, Qr).
Without loss of generality we can and shall assurne in the remainder of this paper
that

sup(u, Qr) ::; 1. (7.4)

In view of Remark 7.1 it is easy to see that Proposition 7.1 is a consequence of the
following

Proposition 7.2. Let u be a weak solution oE equation (1.1), (1.2) in Qr 1-vith
parameters m, € satis(ving conditions (7.3). There exists a number v > 0 depending
onlyon the data such that iE

(7.5)

and

(7.6)

for some 0 > °then

(7.7)

where v = vcrtr.
Für establishing Proposition 7.2 we prove two lemmas.

Lemma 7.1. Let u be a weak solution of equation (1.1), (1.2) in Qr \vith param
eters m, esatisfying conditiollS (7.3) and let u= uo-+ 1

, a = m~l' Assume that for

some r > 0, v ~ 0, Cl > 0, J ~ 0

and

u ~ 2-(&+;') on BÖr(xo) x [t = to - clr m
]. (7.9)

Then there exists a number &0 E (0,1) depending only on the data and Cl such
that if

10



(7.10)

then

(7.11)

Proof. Consider inequality (6.3) for ~ E [2-(<5+;"+1), 2-(&+iI)J, R = Br, t l = to 

clrm
, t2 = to, ( = ~(x) E CJ(BÖr{xo)). In view of (7.9) we have (it - k)- = 0 on

BÖr(xo) X [t = to - clr
m

] and hence (see (6.4))

Using that for a : ('T~1 we have

K-& -
.'F-((u - k)-) ~ 2(0" + 1) I(ti - ~)-12 ;::: c2(6+;")&I(it - k)-12

we derive from (6.3) that

::; jjl(u -knml 'V ~Imdxdt.
Q(r)

(7.13) .

(7.14)

j I(u - kn2~mdx :::: (k - kd-m j I(u - klnm~mdx. (7.15)

B 9r (xo) B 9r (xo)

Denote

and introduce new variables

(7.16)

x - Xo - t - to
x= " ,t=--

Br Clr
m

(7.16)

Change (7.16) transforms B 9r {xo) and Q{r) into Bt{O) and Q1 = B 1(0) X (-l,OJ
correspondently. Obviously also that

~-2· 1 -
8/8Xj = 2---m- V r- 8/8xi, dt = clr m dt.

Using (7.15)-(7.17) we can derive from (7.14) inequality

11
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2 8(m+ö-2)20:v2(m-2)V(ti: - K:d 2 - m _ SUp j I(V - K:d-lm~mdx+
tE[-llO]

B 1 (0)

+ 2(m-2)v j jl{j(v - Klnm~mdxdi ::;

Q-l

::; c(cl)2(m-2)v j jl(v - Knv~lmdxdi. (7.18)

Ql

Taking into account (7.3) we have 1n +6' - 2 = m:~~2 ~ 0, 0 ~ 0 and hence

Denote

tu = 1 - V, I'\, = 1 - K:l, ",,' = 1 - K.

Obviously that from (7.16) and (7.20) we can derive that

1'\,', I'\, E [0, 1/2], ",,' < 1'\" sup(w, Ql) ::; 1

and

Then from (7.18)-(7.22) it follows that

_ sup j I(w - K,)+lm~mdx + jjl9tw - K:)+!m~mdx di::;
tE[-l,O]

B 1(0) Ql

::; c(cd max(1 + 19'~lm)( 1 I ?-mjjl(tu - K')+ Imdi df
8 1 (0) K,-K,

Ql,{

(7.19)

(7.20)

(7.21)

(7.22)

(7.23)

where Ql,~ = {Ql : ~(x) > O}. Using Lemma 6.2 in the case /-l = 1, J = 1/2, "" =
2 - m we derive that there exists a constant €o > 0 depending only on the data and
Cl such that from inequality (6.6) it follows that inequality (6.7) holds. Using that
conditions (6.6) and (7.10) coincide for 00 = EO and that inequalities (6.7) with
J = 1/2 and (7.11) are equivalent we can conclude that Lemma 7.1 is proved.

Remark 7.1. It is irnportant that number ao from Lemma 7.1 is independent of D
and 8.

12



Lemma 7.2. Let u be a lveak solution of equation (1.1), (1.2) in QT with pa
rameters m, e satisfying conditions (7.3) and let iL = uO'"+l, a = m~l' Let &1 E

(0,1), r > 0, Cl > 0, 5 2: °are nxed. There exists a number v depending only on
the data, Cl, and 01 such that if conditions (7.8) and

U 2: 2- J on B 9r (x 0) x [t = t0 - CI r m]

bold tben for every t E [to - Cl r m
, tol we bave

(7.24)

(7.25)

ProoF. Let conditions (7.8) and (7.24) hold for some v which will be fixed 1ater.
Denote 0 = 51 /(0'"+1). From (7.24) it follows that

(7.26)

Consider inequality (6.2) in the case K = 2-8
, R = er, t l = to - Cl Tm, t2 = to, ~ E

CJ(Ber(xo)), 0::; ~ ~ 1, ~ = 1 in BÖr/ 2 (xo), I \7~I::; co2m~2vr-l, H- : sup((u

K)-, Q(r)) = 2-8 - inf(u, Q(r)), J1. = 2-(o+v), where v > 2 will be chosen be10w.
Without 10ss of generality we can and shall assume that

(7.27)

because otherwise H- = 2-0 - inf(u, Q(r)) ~ 2-(8+1) and hence inf(u, Q(r)) 2:
2-(8+1). But then inf(u, Q(T)) 2: 2-(8+1)(0'"+1) and (7.25) are trivially fulfilled with

v=a+l.
From (7.26) it follows that

g(H~,(u - K)-,,) = ° on BÖr(xo) x [t = to - Clrm]. (7.28)

Taking into account that f-l = 2-(8+v), H- ~ 2-8 we derive (see (6.1)) that

Ig'(H-, (u - K)- 1 ,))1 2 -m ~ 2(ö+v)(2-m) x( {u < 2-0 }). (7.30)

Then from (6.2), (7.28)-(7.30) and estimate for I \7 ~I it follows that for any t E
[to - clr m

, tol

J gZ(H-, (-!<)-, ,)dx ::; c(cIlv2"(Z-m-l)2v(z-m)2(m-z)vIBtir/z(xo)l. (7.31)

B 9r / 2(xO)

Taking into account that m + e- 2 2: 0 and choosing

v=v(a+1)

we obtain from (7.31), (7.32) that
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J g2(H-, (u - 1\;)-, ,)dx :S cvIB9r/2(Xo)l, Vt E [to - Clr
m

, toL

BOrj2 (xo)

(7.33)

where C = c(cI). Now we estimate the left-hand side of (7.33) from below. It is
obvious that on the set {B6r/2(xO) ; u(x, t) < 2-(o+1I)} we have

H - - (u - K:) - + "I ::; 2- (0+11-l) .

Then from (7.27) and (7.34) we derive that for any t E [to - Cl rm , tol

(7.34)

(7.36)

J l(H-, (u - 1\;) -" )dx :::: (v - 2)2en221{B9r/2(XO) : u < 2-(Hv)}I· (7.35)

Berj2(xO)

Taking into account that {B8r/2(xO) : u < 2-(8+ii)} = {B9r/2(xO) : u < 2-(o+1I)}

we cau derive from (7.33) and (7.35) that for any t E [to - Cl rm
, tol

I{BOr/2(xo) : Ü < 2-(J+V)}I:S c(v ~ 2)2 IBor/2(xo)l.

Choose v so large that cv/(v - 2)2 :::; 01. Then (7.25) follows from (7.36). Lemma
7.2 is proved.

Fraaf of Frovosition 1.2. Let a E (0,1) be defined by Lemma 7.1 corresponding to
the case Cl = 2m . Let v > 0 be defined by Lemma 7.2 corresponding to the case
Cl = 1, al = ao with such ao. Applying Lemma 7.2 in the case Cl, 0.1chosen and
for r = p we obtain for any t E [to - pm, to]

(7.37)

because (7.24)with r = p, Cl = 1, J = 0(0'+1) follows from (7.6). But from (7.37) it
follows that condition (7.10) with T = p/2, Cl = 2m is fulfilled. Then using Lemma
7.1 in the case T = p/2, Cl = 2m

, J = 0(0' + 1) and [) chosen we obtain (7.11) (with
r = p/2, Cl = 2m

) and hence inequality (7.7) is established. Proposition 7.2 is
proved.

8. REMAINING OF POSITIVITY FOR \VEAK SOLUTIONS

OF EQUATIONS (1.1), (1. 2) WITHln ~ 2, e 2:: 0

In this section we assume that

m 2:: 2, e2:: O.
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Proposition 8.1. Let lL be a weak solution of equation (1.1), (1,2) in QT with
parameters m, esatisfying conditioll (8.1). Assume that

Then

u(xo, to) > 0 for same (xo, to) E n x [0, T).

1L ( Xo , t) > 0 for any t E (to, T].

(8.2)

(8.3)

Remark 8.1. In view of results of [1] it follows that any weak solution of equa
tion (1.1), (1.2) with m 2:: 2, e2: 0 is Hölder continuous in QT. Obviously that
Proposition 7.1 follows from Proposition 8.l.

We prove Proposition 8.1 as a consequence of the forthcoming propositions 8.2
and 8.3.

Proposition 8.2. Let u be a weak solution of equation (1.1), (1.2) in QT witl1
parameters m, esatisfying conditions (8.1). Assume that

(8.4)

and

(8.5)

for some s > O. Then there exists a number v > 0 depending only on the data such
that

(8.6)

For establishing Proposition 8.2 we prove two lemmas which are similar to lem
mas 7.1 and 7.2.

Lemma 8.1. Let u be a weak solution of equation (1.1), (1.2), (8.1) in QT alld let

u = U
U +1

, (j = m~l' Assurne that for same r > 0, Cl > 0, J ~ 0

and

(8.7)

A > ?-8u_ ..... (8.8)

Tben tbere exists a number 00 E (0,1) depending only on the data and Cl such
that if

(8.9)

then

(8.10)
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Proof. The proof of Lemma 8.1 is similar to the one of Lemma 7.1 in the case D = O.
In particular we have inequality (7.14) with D= O. Instead of (7.15) we estimate

j I(u - iWl2~mdx 2': 2J(m-2) j I(u - Knm~mdx
Br(xo) Br(xo)

(8.11)

and introduce the new variables (7.16) with {) = 1. Then instead of (7.18) \ve abtain

2J
(m+&-2) _ sup j I(v - Knm~mdx + j jl{j(v - K.nm~mdxdi -:;

tEl -1,0] B
1
(0) Q1

-:; c(cd j jl(v - K.nml{j~lmdxdi (8.12)

Q1

where v = 2Ju, K = 26
K. Denote tu = I-v, I'l. = l-K. Then K E (0, 1/2}, sup( tu, Ql) ~

1 and (v - K)- = (w - I'l.)+. Moreover using that m + & - 2 ;::: 0 we derive from
(8.12) that

(8.13)

where Ql,e == {Ql : ~(x) > O}. Obviously we can apply Lemma 6.2 in the case
J.l == 1, 0 == 1/2, K. == O. The remainder of the proof is the same as in the case of
Lemma 7.1. Lemma 8.1 is proved.

Remark 8.2. It is important that number &0 from Lemma 8.1 is independent of J.
Lemma 8.2. Let u be a weak solution of equation (1.1), (1.2), (8.1) in QT and let
u = uo+ 1

, a = m~l' Let GI E (0,1), i > 0, Cl > 0, s 2:: 0 are nxed. There exists a
number D depending only on the data, Cl, and &1 such that if conditions (8.7) and

ü ~ 2-'; on Br(xa) X (t = to - clrm
]

hold then for every t E (ta - Cl im 1 tal we have

(8.14)

(8.15 )

Proof. The proof of Lemma 8.2 is similar to the aue of Lemma 7.2 in the case
{) = 1, e5 = s. But because now Iv~1 :::; cor- l we have instead of (7.31) inequality

j 9 2 (H- , (1l - ,,) - , I )dx -:; c(cdv2(2-m-1l2 v (2-m) IBr / 2(xo)i.

B r !2(XO)
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Using that m +e- 2 ~ 0, m 2: 2 we derive from (8.16) that (7.33) with e= 1 holds.
The remainder of the proof is the same as in the case of Lemma 7.2. Lemma 8.2 is
proved.

Proot ot Proposition 8.2. Let ao E (0,1) is defined by Lemma 8.1 corresponding to
the case Cl = 2m

. Let v > °is defined by Lemma 8.2 corresponding to the case
Cl = 1, 0- 1 = ao with ao chosen. Applying Lemma 8.2 in the case Cl, Öl chosen
and for r = p, s= s(a +1) we obtain for any t E [ta - pm, ta)

(8.17)

Obviously from (8.17) it follows that condition (8.8) with r = p/2, Cl = 2m anel
J = s+ V is fulfilled. Then using Lemma 8.1 in the case r = p/2, Cl = 2m , J =
s+ v, s= s(a + 1) and V chosen we obtain (8.9) (with r = p/2, Cl = 2m

, J = s+v)
anel hence inequality (8.6) is established. Proposition 8.2 is proved.

Proposition 8.3. Let u be a weak solution of equation (1.1), (1.2) in QT with
parameters m, esatisfying conditions (B.1). Assume that conditions (B.4) and (B.5)
are fulfi1led with same s > O. Let ß E (0,1) be fixed. Then there exists a number
v > °depending only on the data and ß E (0, 1) such that

(8.18)

ProoF. Proposition 8.3 can be proved absolutely in the same way as in the case
ß = 1/4 (see the proof of Proposition 8.2).

Proof of Proposition 8.1. Without loss of generality we can anel shall assume that
Xa = 0. Assume that

u(O, t) > ° for same ta E [0, T).

In view of continuity of function 1L (see Remark 8)) we can assume that

(8.19)

u(x, ta) > 2- 00 on B p x [t = to] (Bp ~ Bp(O))

for same p > 0 and 00 > O. Using Proposition 8.2 with same ßl E (0,1) we abtain

u(x, t) > 2-01 on B ß1p X [ta, td, t l = to + pm

for same 01 > O. In particular

u(x, td > 2-01 on Bß1P x [t = tlJ.

Repeating this argumentation we obtain for some ß2, ... ,ß,.., and 02, . .. ,OK

(8.20)

(8.21 )
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vVe can choose sequence {ßd so that

(ß ß )m - .!. - ? 31 • •• K-l - ,K, - ... , , •••
K,

Without 10ss of generality we can count that {8d is increasing. Then from (8.20)
-(8.22) it follows that

In particular

for tE[to,to+(I+ ... ~)pm].
K,

(8.23)

obviously that result of P roposi tion 8.1, i.e., inequali ty (8.3) follows from (8.23).
Proposition 8.1 is proved.

Notes added in proof.

1) In view of the weak maximum principIe for homogeneous equations (1.1),
(1.2) Theorem 2.1 remains to be true if instead of condition 4) we assume
only that m > 1, e2:: o.

2) Uniqueness of solution of Cauchy-Dirichlet problem (2.1) established by
Theorem 2.1 can be derived from paper [9].
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